In this article, it is shown that by using the known (or estimated) value of carrier tracking loop SNR in the decision metric, it is possible to improve the error probability performance of a partially coherent multiple phase-shift-keying (MPSK) system relative to that corresponding to the commonly used ideal coherent decision rule. Using a maximum-likelihood approach, an optimum decision metric is derived and shown to take the form of a weighted sum of the ideal coherent decision metric (i.e., correlation) and the noncoherent decision metric which is optimum for differential detection of MPSK. The performance of a rece/ver based on this optimum decision rule is derived and shown to provide continued improvement with increasing length of observation interval (data symbol sequence length). Unfortunately, increasing the observation length does not eliminate the error floor associated with the finite loop SNR. Nevertheless, in the limit of infinite observation length, the average error probability performance approaches the algebraic sum of the error floor and the performance of ideal coherent detection, i.e., at any error probability above the error floor, there is no degradation due to the partial coherence. It is shown that this limiting behavior is virtually achievable with practical size observation lengths. Furthermore, the performance is quite insensitive to mismatch between the estimate of loop SNR (e.g., obtained from measurement) fed to the decision metric and its true value. These results may be of use in low-cost Earth-orbiting or deep-space missions employing coded modulations.
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I. Introduction
It is well known that for ideal phase coherent detection 
II. Maximum-Likelihood Partially Coherent
For partiallycoherent detection,the receiverprovides a carrier phase synchronizationsubsystem, e.g., a tracking loop, which derivesa complex referencesignalej°whose phase 0 is an estimate of the unknown channel phase O.
After demodulating r with thisreference(complex conjugate multiplication of the two signals), one gets R = re -j°= se j¢°+ ne -j°(3)
Detection of MPSK Over an AWGN
where ¢_--A 0 -0 is the carrier phase error and typically 
Averaging Eq. (5) over the pdf in Eq. (4) gives, upon simplification,
Eq. (7) further simplifies to For p = 0, which corresponds to differentially coherent detection, there is a phase ambiguity since the addition of an arbitrary fixed phase, say ¢=, to all N estimated phases _bk, _-l, ..., _bk-_v+l results in the same decision for _. In [2] , the authors observed that by letting if, = _k-N+l and differentially encoding the input phases at the transmitter,
where now A_k denotes the input data phase corresponding to the kth transmission intervaland _k tiledifferentially encoded versionof it, the decisionrulecan turn into one in which the phase ambiguity isresolved.From now on, assume p :_0 and thus that there isno formal requirement fordifferentially encoding the data phase symbols. 
II!, Bit Error Probability Performance
To 
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-Where Q(x, y) is the Marcum Q function [4] and
where the q-sign and -sign correspond to b and a, respectively, and i.e., 6 = N -2. Thus, for large N, the second term of Eq. (26) approaches f(aN-l,bN-1 ) where
C. Case 2: Binary PSK with N-Symbol

bN-1 } Eb
Since from Eq. (28), _ >:> _ -a_-_-l, then using the asymptotic form of Eq. (15) for a and b large (see Appendix A of [5] ), namely,
The value f(aN-l, bN-l)
is obtained as f (aN-l,bN-1 
